1. Richard Outcalt, who created the Yellow Kid, drew a second child character in 1902, whose name is still well-known today. Who was it?
   A. Dennis the Menace
   B. Little Orphan Annie
   C. Buster Brown

2. The Yellow Kid actually was in the comics before he became known as The Yellow Kid. What name did he use?
   A. Mickey Dugan
   B. Moon Mullins
   C. Martin McShane

3. What prompted Mayor LaGuardia to read the comics to youngsters during his radio show?
   A. Newspaper drivers’ strike
   B. Political campaign stunt
   C. Love of children of New York

4. Name the long-running comic strip about a New York police officer whose name was the same as an alcoholic drink laced with a drug.
   A. Mickey Finn
   B. Jolly Roger
   C. Tom Collins

5. Which animation studio created and produced the Woody Woodpecker cartoons?
   A. Walter Lantz
   B. Walt Disney
   C. Warner Brothers

6. In what year was Mickey Mouse created?
   A. 1918
   B. 1928
   C. 1933

7. Porky Pig appeared with a number of other popular cartoon characters, including Daffy Duck. Who was another of his famous cartoon companions?
   A. Mickey Mouse
   B. Bugs Bunny
   C. Donald Duck

8. Superman was first created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster. What did they do at the time they developed the Superman character?
   A. Greeting card company employees
   B. Soldiers
   C. High school students

9. Pogo was one of the first talking animals introduced to the public in a comic book. What species was he?
   A. Bear
   B. Dog
   C. Opossum

10. Teenager Archie Andrews, with friend Reggie and girlfriends Betty and Veronica, appeared in many forms. Which was first?
    A. Comic strip
    B. Comic book
    C. TV movie
11. The breezy, light-hearted farewell “See You In the Funny Papers” was popular during what period?
   A. 1920s until World War II  
   B. 1895-1925  
   C. Post World War II

12. Buster Brown was very different than the Yellow Kid, even though the same artist created them. How was Buster Brown different?
   A. He lived on a farm  
   B. He never got in trouble  
   C. He had wealthy parents

13. What was the actual title of the comic strip featuring the Yellow Kid?
   A. Gasoline Alley  
   B. Hogan’s Alley  
   C. Dugan’s Alley

14. What breed of dog was Marmaduke, the central figure in a comic strip that began in 1954?
   A. Labrador  
   B. German Shepherd  
   C. Great Dane

15. Mutt and Jeff were opposites, with one being smart and the other not so bright. What was their main physical difference?
   A. Weight  
   B. Height  
   C. Hair

16. Who was Dick Tracy’s girlfriend in the long-running comic strip of the same name?
   A. Tess Trueheart  
   B. Fidelia Dearlove  
   C. Eva Lasting

17. In the comic strip Dennis the Menace, Dennis’ antics always disturb his older, next door neighbor. What is the name of this neighbor?
   A. Mr. Wilson  
   B. Mr. Johnson  
   C. Mr. Ketcham

18. The husband in the comic strip Blondie raided the refrigerator so much that a late-night sandwich became known by his name. What’s the name?
   A. Reuben  
   B. Dagwood  
   C. Sloppy Joe

19. Flash Gordon started as a comic strip in the 1930s. It was created in part to challenge another character for readers. Who was the other character?
   A. Buck Rogers  
   B. Batman  
   C. Thor

20. The Katzenjammer Kids were so popular that the characters appeared in two strips, after a lawsuit. What was the name of the second comic strip?
   A. Hans and Fritz  
   B. Dirks and Hoerst  
   C. Bertram and Bruno
21. Popeye had a friend named J. Wellington Wimpy, who almost always was referred to as just Wimpy. What food was Wimpy associated with?
   A. Hot Dogs
   B. Hamburgers
   C. Bologna

22. The cartoon character Mighty Mouse, a parody of Superman, first appeared on screen in 1942 under another name. What was the initial name?
   A. Super Mouse
   B. Bat Mouse
   C. The Incredible Mouse

23. Name the person who provided the original voice of the legendary Disney character Mickey Mouse.
   A. Roy Disney
   B. Mel Blanc
   C. Walt Disney

24. Daffy Duck often appeared with another well-known cartoon figure. Who was it?
   A. Minnie Mouse
   B. Porky Pig
   C. Pluto

25. From the beginning of cartoon characters there have been a lot of famous cats. Which of these fictional feline characters first appeared on screen?
   A. Garfield
   B. Tom Cat
   C. Felix

26. What popular song of the Great Depression was introduced in the cartoon Three Little Pigs?
   A. Brother Can You Spare A Dime
   B. This Land Is Your Land
   C. Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf

27. How many Betty Boop cartoons were there in the 1930s?
   A. 81
   B. 91
   C. 111

28. The Disney studios produced the first full-length animated film in 1937. What was the name of the film?
   A. Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs
   B. The Wizard of Oz
   C. Lady And The Tramp

29. William Hanna and Joseph Barbera teamed up in about 1940 to bring even more characters to the public. Which were Hanna-Barbera characters?
   A. Tom & Jerry
   B. Mr. & Mrs. Magoo
   C. Flip the Frog and Willie Whopper

30. In 1988, the first full length film completely mixing live action and animation was released. What was the name of the film?
   A. Who Framed Roger Rabbit
   B. Snow White Christmas
   C. The Care Bears Movie
31. What was the name of the fictional newspaper where Superman, disguised as Clark Kent, worked as a reporter?
   A. Metropolis Metro
   B. Flying Banner
   C. Daily Planet

32. How long after the first comic book did the Superman character get his own comic book called the Adventures of Superman?
   A. One year
   B. Two years
   C. Three years

33. Batman has been voted the second most popular comic book character after Superman. What city was the setting for Batman?
   A. Philadelphia
   B. Gotham City
   C. Metropolis

34. The story of Wonder Woman holds that this popular icon superhero is a warrior princess of the Amazons. What is the source of her origin?
   A. Greek mythology
   B. Science fiction
   C. Ancient Rome

35. DC Comics, once known as Action Comics, has long been the giant in comic book publishing. What does the D.C. stand for?
   A. Dangerous Characters
   B. Dark Capers
   C. Detective Comics

36. What was the major reason publishers decided in 1947 to create a new genre of comic books, focusing on young romance?
   A. The nation was war weary
   B. To provide content for an adult audience
   C. To eliminate comic book violence

37. The comic book Heart Throbs borrowed what standing feature from newspapers for each edition?
   A. Makeup coupons
   B. Beauty tips
   C. Advice column

38. Fearing regulation, the comic book industry in 1954 adopted a decency code, The Comics Code Authority. Where could readers see the code’s symbol?
   A. On the inside cover
   B. Top right hand corner of cover
   C. On the back cover

39. Many Disney characters were initially seen as animated cartoon figures at the movies. Which of these was created as a comic book character?
   A. Scrooge McDuck
   B. Daisy Duck
   C. Goofy

40. In the Archie comic book series, Archie Andrews would frequently lock horns with the principal of his high school in Riverdale. Who was the principal?
   A. Mr. Dithers
   B. Miss Brooks
   C. Mr. Weatherbee
41. The image of the Yellow Kid was used so widely on products that it included some you wouldn’t guess. Which of the following was not one of them?
   A. Whiskey
   B. Cigars
   C. Patent Medicines

42. What product was marketed most successfully by the comic strip character Buster Brown?
   A. Shoes
   B. Clothing
   C. Toys

43. For a cat born of a comic strip, Garfield is right up there among the most popular and successful of all time. How many newspapers did Garfield appear in at its height?
   A. 1250
   B. 1750
   C. 2500

44. At its peak, Peanuts was syndicated in more than 2600 newspapers in 75 countries. The strip was also translated into several languages. How many?
   A. 11
   B. 21
   C. 31

45. Experts say Peanuts is the most popular comic strip ever and that creator Charles Schulz made a fortune through syndication and licensing. How much?
   A. $500 million
   B. $750 million
   C. $1 Billion

46. Disney still uses Mickey Mouse as a symbol. Disney theme parks are also a major part of its business. How many Disney theme parks are there worldwide?
   A. 5
   B. 9
   C. 14

47. Fan clubs for characters began as a marketing strategy early in the evolution of cartoons, comic books and funny papers. Which character’s club was first?
   A. Betty Boop
   B. Superman
   C. Mickey Mouse

48. A convention of comics fans in San Diego, now called Comic-Con, is credited with creating the lucrative comic book collecting industry. What year did it start?
   A. 1955
   B. 1970
   C. 1990

49. In 2014, a copy of Action Comics #1—the comic book that introduced Superman—sold for a record amount. What was the price?
   A. $1.3 million
   B. $2.3 million
   C. $3.2 million

50. Cable TV’s Cartoon Network insures many of America’s popular cartoons are still part of the entertainment business. When did the Cartoon Network begin?
   A. 1992
   B. 1996
   C. 1998